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Abstract 

Oligomerization has been suggested to be an important mechanism for increasing or 

maintaining the thermostability of proteins. Although it is evident that protein-protein contacts 

can result in substantial stabilization in many extant proteins, evidence for evolutionary 

selection for oligomerization is largely indirect and little is understood of the early steps in the 

evolution of oligomers. A laboratory-directed evolution experiment that selected for increased 

thermostability in the αE7 carboxylesterase from the australian sheep blowfly, Lucilia cuprina, 

resulted in a thermostable variant, LcαE7-4a, that displayed increased levels of dimeric and 

tetrameric quaternary structure. A trade-off between activity and thermostability was made 

during the evolution of thermostability, with the higher-order oligomeric species displaying the 

greatest thermostability and lowest catalytic activity. Analysis of monomeric and dimeric 

LcαE7-4a crystal structures revealed that only one of the oligomerization-inducing mutations 

was located at a potential protein:protein interface. This work demonstrates that by imposing a 

selective pressure demanding greater thermostability, mutations can lead to increased 

oligomerization and stabilization, providing support for the hypothesis that oligomerization is 

a viable evolutionary strategy for protein stabilization.  
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Introduction  

Oligomerization is one of the most fundamental biophysical interactions in protein chemistry. 

Bioinformatics and pull-down experiments have revealed that a large number of proteins exist 

as homo-oligomers consisting of two or more identical chains [1–4].  Similarly, many proteins 

function in the cell as hetero-oligomers composed of non-identical chains [5–9]. 

Oligomerization have been shown to play important roles in the genetic economy [10], 

functional gain [11–13], structural stability [14,15], allosteric regulation [16–19] and 

protection from degradation [17]. Given the biological importance of oligomerization, there is 

substantial interest in understanding how the evolution of new oligomeric species occurs 

[20,21], engineering new oligomeric structure [22,23], and developing drugs targeted at 

complex assembly and disassembly [24,25]. 

The cellular milieu is a precarious environment for the evolution of oligomeric proteins as the 

physical forces that drive beneficial protein association are the same as those that drive 

deleterious aggregation [26,27]. It is well established that changes in protein sequence through 

non-synonymous point mutations, insertions and deletions can shift the balance of oligomeric 

states [21,28–30].  Both rational mutagenesis and directed evolution have been exploited to 

advance our understanding of how oligomers form [31–34], and to design new hetero-

oligomers [35,36]. Protein flexibility, shape and symmetry have all been identified as being 

important for the formation of new oligomeric structure [37,38], since symmetrical and 

complementary interfaces may form stronger interactions than heterologous surfaces [39–41]. 

Despite a growing understanding of the nature of oligomers and protein complexes, it is 

difficult to predict how a new and beneficial protein-protein interface will develop, let alone 

design one de novo [23,42,43]. Moreover, despite intense study, de novo evolution of 

oligomeric structure has not been observed directly, to the best of our knowledge.  
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The fundamental importance of stability in protein evolution, and the stabilizing contribution 

of oligomerization (via reduction of the surface-to-volume ratio of the complex compared to a 

free monomer) is well established [44,45,2]. Protein-protein interactions can provide 

stabilizing polar or hydrophobic contacts (although interfaces in homodimers predominantly 

involve polar interactions), leading to tighter molecular packing and offering protection from 

denaturation [2,46]. Indirect evidence for the stabilizing effects of protein-protein interactions 

comes from thermophilic Archaea and bacteria, where oligomerization has been suggested to 

be one of the contributing factors to the high thermostability of proteins in these organisms 

[47,48]. Other examples of oligomerization leading to increased stability come from studies in 

which the disruption of protein-protein interfaces leads to decreased enzymatic activity [14,49] 

or the engineered formation of oligomers leads to increased stability [50,51]. However, despite 

several lines of evidence that oligomerization increases protein stability, most of the evidence 

for an evolutionary role for oligomerization had been indirect until the recent work of Perica 

et al., who used ancestral protein reconstruction to identify specific mutations directly involved 

in the process [20].  Notably, many of the mutations were found to be remote from the protein-

protein interface.      

LcαE7 is a carboxylesterase involved in organophosphate insecticide resistance in the sheep 

blowfly, Lucilia cuprina [52]. We have previously reported an experiment in which we 

performed directed evolution of LcαE7 in order to stabilize the protein for crystallization. 

However, there was little analysis of the evolution of thermostability, beyond the observation 

that after four rounds of evolution a variant (D83A, M364L, I419F, A472T, I505T, K530E, 

and D554G) was obtained that readily crystallized and displayed enhanced thermostability 

[53]. In this work, we have focused on the process by which the thermostable variant evolved 

and the nature of the stabilization. Here, we demonstrate that stabilization of the protein 

occurred via two related routes: stabilization of the monomeric protein through improved side 
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chain packing, and through the enrichment of more stable dimeric and tetrameric species. 

Oligomerization as a route to thermostability has been inferred through analysis of extant 

proteins, and through ancestral reconstruction [20], but seldom has de novo evolution of 

oligomerization been observed. These results allow us to understand the first steps in this 

process, which will benefit future engineering efforts.  
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Results 

Directed evolution of LcαE7 for increased thermal stability. As reported previously, the 

wild-type (WT) LcαE7 protein was unstable both during and after purification [53]. Thus, the 

original rationale behind the design of this directed evolution experiment was to extend the 

half-life of LcαE7 at temperatures that it might experience during expression and purification 

to facilitate crystallization. To achieve this, we designed a medium throughput screen in which 

LcαE7 was heterologously expressed in Escherichia coli, replica plated onto filter paper, and 

assayed colorimetrically for activity using 2-napthyl acetate and fast-red dye. By randomly 

mutating the LcαE7 gene in an expression vector and incubating the replica-plated E. coli 

transformed with the mutant library on filter paper for up to one-hour at elevated temperatures, 

we were able to iteratively select more thermostable variants and progressively increase the 

thermostability of the protein. After one round of random mutagenesis, only marginal 

improvements in activity over that of the WT enzyme were evident. Accordingly, these variants 

were not sequenced, but potentially improved variants were pooled for further random 

mutagenesis (which includes some recombination [54]) ahead of three further rounds of 

evolution. By Round 2, significant increases in thermostability were apparent, allowing 

specific mutants to be isolated and sequenced (Table 1). In Round 2 four variants (2a, 2b, 2c 

and 2d) were selected for DNA shuffling and mutagenesis resulting in Round 3 variants. In 

Round 3 two variants (3a and 3b) were selected for DNA shuffling and mutagenesis resulting 

in the Round 4a variant. The most stable variant from the experiment was LcαE7-4a (Figure 

1A), which incorporates three mutations first observed in Round 2 (I419F, A472T, K530E), 

one mutation from Round 3 (I505T) and three mutations from Round 4 (D83A, M364L, 

D554G). The mutation D83A was accidently missed in the previously reported structure of this 

protein (49). Subsequent DNA sequencing and analysis of electron density maps (5IKX, 5GC3) 

of LcαE7-4a have confirmed that this mutation is present. 
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The LcαE7-4a variant was then characterized in detail. We found that its half-life (time at which 

50% of original activity remains) at 40 °C was indeed much greater than that of the WT enzyme 

(>60 min vs. 1.6 min), indicating that some of the mutations in LcαE7-4a stabilize the protein 

(Figure 1A).  Notably, whereas the activity of the WT protein rapidly diminished to 

background levels (7.5 % of the initial activity) with a half-life of 1.6 min, consistent with a 

single population of enzymes with similar thermostability, the activity of LcαE7-4a decayed 

with a half-life of 24 min, but extrapolates to 56% of its original activity when fit to a one-

phase exponential decay curve. Thus, LcαE7-4a appears to be heterogeneous, consisting of one 

species with a half-life of 24 minutes, and other species that are essentially stable at 40 °C.  

 

To investigate the composition of LcαE7-4a in greater detail, we performed size exclusion 

chromatography (SEC), with kinetic and SDS-PAGE analysis of each fraction (Figure 1B). 

These analyses revealed that, other than minor contamination by a protein of approximately 70 

kDa in fractions 12-18, LcαE7-4a comprised the majority of the protein in the sample. 

However, the protein quaternary structure was not homogeneous. In fact, there were four 

distinct species present in the sample: a high molecular weight (HMW) species, which eluted 

near the void volume of the column, and three species relatively close in elution volume which 

primarily eluted in fractions 22, 24 and 26, respectively.  

 

Characterization of the oligomeric species. The SEC was repeated several times, using a 

range of protein concentrations (5-20 mg/mL).  LcαE7-WT was consistently observed to elute 

primarily as a monomer, with small amounts of  a HMW species (~120 mL) and small 

shoulders (170 mL, 185 mL) on the primary monomer peak (~215 mL) (Figure 2A-C). In 

contrast, and at all concentrations, LcαE7-4a eluted with a significantly greater proportion of 
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larger species eluting at ~170 mL and 185 mL. The peak UV absorbance of these fractions 

relative to that of the monomer in LcαE7-4a were approximately double those found for 

LcαE7-WT. Because the cytosol of the cell, where LcαE7-WT and LcαE7-4a were expressed 

and assayed during the laboratory evolutionary selection, is a viscous environment [55], we 

repeated these experiments in the presence of 10% glycerol. This revealed that in a more 

viscous solution, the tetrameric and dimeric high molecular weight species comprised 

approximately half of the total LcαE7-4a protein, whereas for LcαE7-WT, the majority of the 

protein was monomeric (SI Figure 1).  

 

We next performed SEC-multi angle laser light scattering (SEC-MALLS) analysis to obtain 

more accurate estimates of the absolute molecular weight of the various LcαE7 forms [56]. 

This analysis indicated that the three lower molecular weight species, which are comprised 

exclusively of LcαE7 protein (Figure 1B), are approximately 60 kDa, 120 kDa and 260 kDa 

(Figure 2D). These molecular masses correspond to the theoretical molecular masses of LcαE7 

monomer (66.3 kDa), dimer (132.6 kDa) and tetramer (265.2 kDa). We then performed 

analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) equilibrium sedimentation velocity experiments on the 

complex sample of LcαE7-4a (Figure 2E). These results confirm that LcαE7-4a exists as a 

mixture of monomeric species and high-order oligomeric species, with the majority of the 

protein sedimenting as monomer (66 kDa vs. 66.3 kDa theoretical molecular mass) but a 

significant amount forming dimers (137 kDa vs. 132.6 kDa theoretical molecular mass) and 

tetramers (230 kDa vs. 265.2 kDa theoretical mass).   

 

Whereas the stoichiometry of the ~260, ~136, and ~66 kDa species is readily apparent, the high 

molecular weight species (~400 kDa) was more difficult to analyze. We performed small angle 

X-ray scattering on this sample in order to determine, at low resolution, its molecular structure 
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(Figure 2F). These results indicate that this species is very heterogeneous, consistent with 

HMW protein aggregates that likely formed during recombinant expression and purification. 

The observation that the HMW peak is present in the WT sample at similar abundance to the 

LcαE7-4a samples suggests that this species is not directly relevant to the evolutionary 

stabilization of the protein. Accordingly, it was not considered further in this study.    

 

We then investigated whether the dimeric and tetrameric oligomeric species were 

representative of the protein in an equilibrium state, or were artifacts of the purification and 

concentration process. We obtained single 5 mL fractions from the center of the monomer and 

tetramer peaks from SEC and then performed SEC again after approximately five hours at 4 °C 

(monomer) or 24 hours at 4 °C (tetramer) (SI Figure 2). We found that the tetramer had 

equilibrated into approximately equal distributions of monomer, dimer and tetramer, while the 

monomer had also equilibrated to form dimeric and tetrameric species. Thus, the tendency of 

LcαE7-4a to self-associate is a genuine equilibrium property. 

 

The effect of oligomerization on enzyme activity and thermostability. Kinetic analyses of 

each species from LcαE7-4a (Figure 3 and Table 2) showed that the monomeric, dimeric and 

tetrameric forms were all significantly less active than the WT enzyme with the model substrate 

4-nitrophenyl butyrate. However, the dimeric and tetrameric species were kinetically distinct 

from the monomer. Interestingly, the monomeric LcαE7-4a species exhibited significant 

substrate inhibition (Ki), which was not apparent in either the dimeric or tetrameric species or 

the monomeric WT species. When the activity of the tetrameric and monomeric species were 

assayed at 46 °C over a time course (SI Figure 3), the tetrameric species retained greater 

activity, after one hour (the monomeric species was almost fully inactivated). Given that the 

evolutionary selection was used to identify mutants that could retain activity after one-hour 
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incubation at elevated temperature, this suggests that the greater thermostability of the higher-

order species was selected for and made a significant contribution to the global enhancement 

of LcαE7 thermostability. 

 

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was used to investigate the thermostability of the three 

LcαE7-4a species (Table 3, SI Figure 4). None of these species underwent reversible folding, 

meaning that accurate estimates of the free energy of folding energy could not be obtained. 

Nevertheless, the thermal melting curves provide an appropriate measurement of the 

temperature at which the majority of secondary structure in these proteins was lost (unfolding). 

All three LcαE7-4a species were significantly more stable that the WT protein. As was the case 

with the catalytic activity of these species, the thermostability was different between the 

monomer, dimer and tetramer. Given the propensity of the higher-order species to slowly re-

equilibrate (SI Figure 2), we were unable to obtain completely homogeneous samples, 

although those sampled were analyzed within two hours of SEC (after buffer exchange). This 

was apparent in the monomer and dimer samples, where the use of a three-state model showed 

that separate unfolding transitions corresponding to the monomer (55.5 °C) and dimer (66.2 °C) 

were apparent (Table 3; SI Figure 4). The tetrameric sample showed a single transition at 

~63 °C. Thus, the higher order species are significantly more thermostable, consistent with the 

results from the activity decay measurement (SI Figure 3). 

 

We repeated these thermostability measurements using differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) 

[57]. These results showed that, whereas a complex mixture (pre-SEC) of LcαE7-WT appeared 

to comprise a single dominant species that permitted the use of a 2-state unfolding model, the 

complex mixture of LcαE7-4a consisted of two species, with one having a significantly higher 

melting temperature (SI Figure 5). When monomeric and tetrameric fractions from SEC (0.3 
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mg/mL) were immediately analyzed by DSF (the dimeric fraction was found to comprise a mix 

of both species), we could obtain pure samples with a single transition temperature. This 

confirmed that the higher-order tetramer fraction was more stable by ~5 °C. After concentration 

to 3 mg/mL, some re-equilibration occurred and both tetrameric and monomeric samples 

showed two transitions, one corresponding to monomer and the other corresponding to tetramer 

(SI Table 1, SI Figure 6). Overall, the melting temperatures were slightly lower with DSF 

than with circular dichroism (although the results were qualitatively identical), which can be 

explained by local exposure of hydrophobic surface (enabling binding of the fluorescent dye) 

before complete loss of secondary structure. 

 

Structural comparison between monomeric and dimeric LcαE7-4a.. We have previously 

reported the structures of monomeric and dimeric LcαE7-4a [53]. Monomeric LcαE7-4a was 

crystallized in the P21 space group (5IKX), with two molecules in the asymmetric unit. 

However, there was no close association reminiscent of a dimer/tetramer interface between the 

two molecules, or between them and any of the other molecules in the crystal lattice via 

symmetry (Figure 5). In confirmation of this, the PISA algorithm did not detect any potential 

association interfaces nor any potential assemblies [58]. In contrast, the LcαE7-4a protein 

crystalized in the C2221 space group (5CG3) had a monomer in the asymmetric unit, yet formed 

extensive, symmetrical, interactions with a neighboring molecule that were visually consistent 

with a typical oligomeric interface (Figure 5A). Analysis using PISA confirmed that this 

structure is likely to be a dimer under physiological conditions: 2260 Å2 of protein surface areas 

is buried within the dimer interface. A total of 16 hydrogen bonds and 8 salt bridges were 

observed between the two-monomer chains (Figure 5). The monomeric (P21) and dimeric 

(C2221) structures were very similar in terms of bother overall topology (C-a RMSD 0.339 Å) 
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and the main chain conformation at the dimer interface. Thus, in the case of LcαE7-4a, 

dimerization does not require any large-scale rearrangement.  

 

Interestingly, none of the mutations observed in LcαE7-4a are located at the dimer interface 

(Figure 5A, B). However, three of the mutations are located on the protein surface near regions 

that are involved in the dimer interface and display some conformational disorder, as indicated 

by their atomic B-factors: D83A is located at the rear of the protein, M364L is located at a tight 

turn between two a-helices that overhang the dimer interface and active site entrance, D554G 

is located on an a-helix that is adjacent to one of the a-helices that comprise a significant part 

of the dimer interface. K530E is located at the rear of the protein in another comparatively 

disordered region.  

 

The effect of amino acid substitutions on oligomerization and thermal stability of LcαE7-

4a. To better understand the effects of the four surface mutations (D83A, M364L, K530E and 

D554G) present in the thermostable LcαE7-4a protein, they were individually reverted to the 

wild-type state. Purified proteins were subject to SEC in order to investigate the formation of 

oligomeric species (Figure 4). The A83D and L364M reversion mutations had no discernible 

effect on the oligomeric equilibrium. The G554D reversion mutation resulted in a loss of dimer, 

which suggests that it may stabilize the adjacent α-helix that participates in the dimer interface, 

but had no effect on the proportion of tetrameric species. This observation is consistent with 

recent work that has shown that mutations can alter the oligomeric equilibrium of proteins 

through long-range effects on mobile regions (protein dynamics) [20]. The E530K mutation 

had no effect on the amount of dimer that was formed, but resulted in a significant reduction 

in the abundance of tetramer. In the X-crystal structure of LcαE7-4a E530 is located in a 

putative tetramerization interface (Figure 5C). A salt bridge was observed between E530 and 
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K104 from the adjacent chain; this salt bridge would be absent from the WT protein and may 

act to stabilize the LcαE7-4a tetramer. Relative to other amino acids, a large proportion of 

lysine residues are present on protein surface of LcαE7. Lysine residues are less frequently 

found at interfaces of oligomeric proteins [59], and removal of lysine residues has been shown 

to increase the probability of protein crystallization [60], which is a controlled form of 

aggregation. Thus, it is likely that the K530E mutation is at least partially responsible for 

formation of the tetrameric species and the increased propensity of LcαE7-4a to crystallize in 

the C2221 space-group.  

 

The effects of the surface mutations on the thermostability of LcαE7-4a were measured by 

circular dichroism (Table 4). The four surface mutations in LcαE7-4a were individually 

returned to the WT state. The charge reversal mutation, E530K, was the only mutation to 

significantly affect the thermostability of the LcαE7-4a monomer, while the other three surface 

mutations A83D, L364M and G554D had no significant effect on the thermostability of LcαE7-

4a. This suggests that the K530E mutation along with at least one of the three internal mutations 

(I419F, T472A and I505T) play a role in the stabilization of monomeric LcαE7-4a protein, 

relative to LcαE7.  We also investigated the A285S and F478L mutations that occurred in 

Round 2 mutants 2a and 2c, but did not fixate during the evolution. In terms of both 

oligomerization (Figure 4) and thermostability (SI Figure 7), these mutations were selectively 

neutral, explaining their disappearance by Round 4. 

 

Stabilizing and oligomerization-inducing mutations are found in fly species closely 

related to L. cuprina. To determine if the amino acid substitutions we observed in this 

experiment also occur in orthologs of LcαE7, we performed a multiple sequence alignment of 

a-Esterase 7 genes from four closely related species of flies: Calliphora stygia (New Zealand 
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brown blowfly), Cochliomyia hominivorax (New World screw-worm fly), Musca domestica 

(house fly) and Haematobia irritans (horn fly) (SI Figure 8). Interestingly, many of the 

mutations that fixated during this laboratory evolution experiment to produce LcαE7-4a are 

commonly occurring amino acid differences amongst these sequences. Three of them, I419F, 

T472A and I505T, occur amongst the five species’ sequences exactly as we find them in 

LcαE7-4a and variation is also found at three of the other sites, albeit not to exactly the same 

amino acid D83(E), M364(A/E/H) and D554(E) in those cases. Only K530 is strongly 

conserved across the five species. Thus, several of the mutations that we observed in our 

directed evolution experiment are also present in orthologous enzymes.  
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Discussion 

In this work, we have evolved an enzyme with a greater propensity to adopt higher-order 

molecular structure. In practical terms, the evolution of higher molecular weight species could 

be advantageous to the possible application of LcαE7 as a bioscavenger to treat individuals 

poisoned by organophosphates, since it is known that proteins less than ~60 kDa are cleared 

through glomerular filtration [52,61]. The use of protein engineering or directed evolution to 

produce proteins with enhanced thermostability is perhaps one of the most common 

applications of these techniques: several high-profile studies have shed substantial light on the 

mechanisms by which thermostability can evolve [44,45,62–64]. The increase in the 

thermostability of monomeric LcαE7-4a over monomeric LcαE7 conforms to our expectations 

of how monomers can be stabilized, and is likely due to improved packing of hydrophobic 

residues in the core of LcαE7, as has we have discussed previously [53]. However, the 

oligomeric states of these stabilized proteins are seldom characterized; enzymes are most often 

assayed either in crude lysate or after affinity purification. It is therefore possible that our 

observation that the increased thermostability of LcαE7-4a can be partially attributed to 

enrichment of higher-order oligomeric species could be a more common process than currently 

thought. 

Our results exemplify a trade-off between activity and stability that has been demonstrated in 

a number of studies of other enzymes [44,45,65].  Specifically, we observe the monomeric 

species to be more active than the dimeric and tetrameric species. Furthermore, we find that 

the monomer displays substrate inhibition, whereas the other species do not. This suggests that 

the monomeric species is able to adopt conformations in which multiple substrate molecules 

can bind at one time, inhibiting the reaction, whereas these, presumably more open, 

conformations are not available to the dimeric and tetrameric species. This is consistent with 
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the location of the dimer interface: directly at the entrance to (but not occluding) the active site. 

Thus, we see that oligomerization can have significant stabilizing effects on certain protein 

regions [37] that can indirectly affect activity [66]. 

 

Recent work has shown that oligomers are more tolerant to mutation, and thus more evolvable, 

primarily owing to their stability [64]. Indeed, numerous studies have implicated 

oligomerization in protein thermostability, through observation of oligomers in thermophiles 

[47,48], or engineered disruption/formation of protein:protein interfaces [14,49]. Despite this, 

there have been few, if any, direct observations (to the best of our knowledge), of proteins 

spontaneously evolving thermostability through the gain in additional oligomeric structure in 

laboratory settings in response to a thermal challenge. Because of our inability to replicate the 

stepwise evolution of oligomers in the laboratory and characterize evolutionary intermediates, 

our understanding of the sequence changes and structural mechanisms that underlie protein 

self-association has been limited. Only recently has the use of ancestral protein reconstruction 

allowed an evolutionary process of oligomerization to be recapitulated, yielding valuable new 

insights into the mechanism of oligomerization and highlighting the role of remote mutations 

and protein dynamics [20]. The results presented here show that the evolution of 

thermostability in LcαE7 has occurred in parallel with enrichment of higher-order oligomeric 

states that display greater thermostability than the monomeric species, that point mutations can 

lead to a gradual shift in the oligomeric equilibrium of states in a protein population and that 

these mutations can alter the propensity for monomers to oligomerize either via the formation 

of new bonds, or indirectly via the stabilization of mobile regions of the protein.   
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Methods 

Directed Evolution. The directed evolution experiment was performed as described previously 

[53]. Selection of improved variants was carried out through library screening (approximately 

100,000 colonies). Cells were spread onto Lysogeny Broth (LB)-agar plates supplemented with 

100 μg.mL-1 ampicillin at a cell density which resulted in ~200 colonies per plate. Colonies 

were blotted onto Whatman grade 3 filter paper (GE Healthcare) and incubated for 1 h at 50 

°C (increased to 55 °C, 60 °C, and 70 °C for rounds 2, 3 and 4). The residual esterase activity 

was assayed by spraying heat-treated colonies with substrate solution (0.8% w/v Fast Red, 10 

mM β-naphthyl acetate, and 100 mM Tris, pH 7.0). The most active mutants after thermal 

challenge were identified as those colonies that produced the most intense red color. A 

secondary screen of the best variants was carried out, in which the best variants from the plate 

screen were picked and grown in 96-deep well plate formats. The overnight cultures were heat 

stressed for 1 h at the same temperatures used in the primary screen, and 25 µL overnight 

cultures were assayed using a Molecular Devices plate reader at 490 nm in the presence of 0.5 

mM β-naphthyl acetate, 0.5 mM Fast Red dye, and 100 mM Tris (pH 7.0). The best 5–10 

variants of each generation were carried forward to the next generation, and the final product 

LcαE7-4a and several variants from rounds 2 and 3 were sequenced at the Micromon 

Sequencing Facility, Melbourne, Australia.  

Site-Directed Mutagenesis. Surface mutations of LcαE7-4a were individually reverted back 

to the wild-type state (A83D, L364M, E530K, or G554D) by the DNA-fragment assembly 

method described by Gibson and coworkers [67]. Pairs of primers were designed to introduce 

the required codon change in the LcαE7 gene located in a pETMCSIII vector. The resulting 

vectors were sequenced at the Biomolecular Resource Facility, Australian National University, 

Australia.  
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Protein Expression and Purification. LcαE7-WT and LcαE7-4a were expressed in E. coli 

BL21 (DE3) cells and grown in Lysogeny Broth supplemented with 100 µg/mL of ampicillin 

in the leaky expression vector pETMCSIII [68]. Cultures were grown at 25 ˚C for 18 hours, 

without induction. The cells were resuspended in buffer A (10 mM imidazole, 50 mM HEPES-

NaOH (pH 7.5), 300 mM NaCl) and lysed by sonication using the Sonic Ruptor 400 (Omni 

International). Clarified lysate was applied to a 5 mL Ni-NTA column (Qiagen) for nickel-

affinity chromatography and the protein was eluted with buffer A supplemented with 300 mM 

imidazole. Protein purified by affinity chromatography was tested for esterase activity with 4-

nitrophenyl butyrate and analyzed by SDS-PAGE to identify pure fractions. 

 

Size Exclusion Chromatography-Multi Angle Laser Light Scattering. Pure LcαE7 

fractions were pooled and further purified by size exclusion chromatography using a Hiload 

26/600 Superdex-200 column (GE Healthcare), equilibrated with buffer B (200mM NaCl, 

20mM HEPES pH 7.5). The effect of viscosity on LcαE7-WT and LcαE7-4a was investigated 

by size exclusion chromatography as described above, with the addition of 10% glycerol to the 

running buffer. The total protein loaded (estimated by total area area under the curve) for the 

LcαE7-WT samples was 24.5, 12.1, 11.5 and 10.8 mg (highest to lowest) and for LcαE7-4a 

16.6, 15.3, 13.2 and 13 mg (highest to lowest). For SEC-MALLS purified LcαE7-4a (3.0 

mg/mL) was applied at a flow rate of 1 mL/min to a WTC-030S5-column (Wyatt Technology) 

connected to a DAWN8+ multiple angle laser light scattering (MALLS) detector and tREX 

refractive index detector (Wyatt Technology). The column was equilibrated with buffer B. Data analysis 

was performed using ASTRA (Wyatt Technology). 

 

Small-angle X-ray Scattering. Data were collected in 200mM NaCl, 20mM HEPES pH 7.5, 

5% glycerol using an inline S200, 5/150GL (3.2 mL; GE Healthcare) column at 0.2 mL/min 
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flow rate. Data were collected serially in 2 sec quanta. The radius of gyration was unable to be 

estimated for any of the eluted protein owing to scatter patterns synonymous with the presence 

of high molecular weight aggregates. Data were collected using a Pilatus 1M detector at a 

distance of 3.3m allowing collection of data in the Q range: 0.00486-0.25 nm-1. 

 

Analytical ultracentrifugation. Sedimentation velocity experiments were conducted in a 

Beckman model XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge at a temperature of 20 °C. LcαE7 and LcαE7-

4a were solubilized in 20mM HEPES, 500mM NaCl, pH 7.5 was analyzed at an initial 

concentrations of 3.0 mg/mL.  The sample and reference solution were loaded into 

conventional double sector quartz cells and mounted in a Beckman 4-hole An-60 Ti rotor.  380 

µl of sample and 400 µl of reference solution were centrifuged at a rotor speed of 40,000 rpm, 

and the data were collected at a single wavelength (295 nm) in continuous mode, using a step-

size of 0.003 cm without averaging.  The partial specific volume (0.736 mL/g at 20 °C for both 

wild-type and variant proteins), buffer density (1.0202 g/mL) and buffer viscosity (1.0635 cp) 

were computed using the program SEDNTERP [69]. Sedimentation velocity data at multiple 

time points were fitted to a continuous sedimentation coefficient [c(s)] distribution and a 

continuous mass [c(M)] distribution model [70–72] using the program SEDFIT, which is 

available at www.analyticalultracentrifugation.com.  

 

Circular Dichroism. Purified LcαE7 at 0.3 mg.mL-1 was exchanged into 20 mM NaH2PO4 20 

mM NaCl buffer pH 7.5. Circular dichroism data was collected with a Chirascan circular 

dichroism spectrometer (Applied Photophysics) in a 1 mm quartz cuvette. The protein was 

heated from 25 oC to 90 oC at a rate of 1 oC min-1 while ellipticity was monitored at 208 nm. The 

thermally induced unfolding of LcαE7 was not reversible. Circular dichroism data were fitted 

using the by non-linear regression to a two-state model (equation 1) using GraphPad Prism 
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6.00 (GraphPad Software).𝑦"#$ = 𝑦&
(()*(+)

-./01	34456748 9
 Equation 1. Where, yobs is the observed 

elipticity, yF_nand yU are the elipticity values observed for the native and unfolded states, 

respectively. TT50 is the temperature at which the population of unfolded protein is 50 % and c 

is the slope.  Curves were fit by non-linear regression using GraphPad Prism 6.00 (GraphPad 

Software, USA). A three state model was used for curve fitting with the monomer and dimer 

data using the software CDpal [73]. 

 

Thermal Shift Fluorescence assay. The thermal shift of LcαE7 and LcαE7-4a was measured 

using the ViiA7 real-time PCR system (Life Technologies) in MicroAmp EnduraPlate Optical 

384 well plates (Life Technologies) with a final volume of 20 µl per well. The plates were 

covered with optical seal and shaken before denaturation. Each sample was measured in 

duplicate using the SYPRO Orange dye to measure protein unfolding. Protein was diluted to 

concentrations between 0.3 mg/mL and 3 mg/mL in buffer B. The 5000x SYPRO Orange dye 

stock was diluted in buffer B to a final concentration of 20x in the plate. Thermal denaturation 

was measured by increasing the temperature from 20 °C to 90 °C at a rate of 0.017 °C/s and 

the plate was measured with wavelengths of excitation at 470nm and emission at 580 nm. The 

TT50 was calculated by nonlinear regression with the Boltzmann sigmoidal equation in 

Graphpad Prism 6.00 (GraphPad Software, USA). A three state model was used for curve 

fitting with the LcαE7-4a data using the software CDpal [73]. 

 

Enzyme Kinetic Assays. Purified LcαE7-WT and LcαE7-4a were assayed against the ester 

substrate 4-nitrophenyl butyrate in buffer B (200mM NaCl, 20mM HEPES pH 7.5) at 25 °C. 

Formation of the product, 4-nitrophenolate was monitored at 405 nm using an Epoch 

microplate spectrophotometer (BioTeK Instruments). Velocities were obtained from the initial 

linear portion of the reaction progress curves, and product concentration was determined with 
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the extinction coefficient calculated from a standard curve of 4-nitrophenol. Assays were done 

in triplicate and the protein concentration used in the range of 0.01 to 0.05 µM as final 

concentration. The Michaelis constant and the inhibition constant were determined by non-

linear regression of the initial velocities to the Michaelis-Menton equation or substrate 

inhibition equation using GraphPad Prism 6.00 (GraphPad Software). For thermal stability 

assays, purified LcαE7-WT and LcαE7-4a were incubated at 40 °C, aliquots were removed at 

set time points and specific activity was assayed as described above with 200 �M 4-nitrophenyl 

butyrate in triplicate. To measure the decay of LcαE7-4a monomer and tetramer activity over 

a time course, the proteins were incubated at 46 °C in a buffer consisting of 20 mM HEPES, 

200 mM NaCl and 10% glycerol. Aliquots removed at various time points and subsequently 

assayed with 200 µM 4-nitrophenyl butyrate in triplicate as described above. The data were fit 

by non-linear regression to a one-phase exponential decay curve using GraphPad Prism 6.00 

(GraphPad Software, USA). 
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Table 1: Mutations incorporated into LcαE7 during laboratory-directed evolution for thermostability. 
Mutations were not recorded in the first round of mutagenesis. In Round 2 four variants (2a, 2b, 2c and 

2d) were selected for DNA shuffling and mutagenesis resulting in Round 3 variants. In Round 3 two 

variants (3a and 3b) were selected for DNA shuffling and mutagenesis resulting in the Round 4a variant. 

  

 Round of evolution and mutation 
  2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 4a 
Residue               
Asp83       Ala Asp83       Ala 
Ala285    Ser        
Met364           Leu 
Ile419     Phe Phe   Phe 
Ala472   Thr Thr Thr Thr Thr Thr 
Phe478 Leu          
Ile505         Thr Thr 
Lys530   Glu      Glu Glu 
Asp554             Gly 
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Table 2. Kinetic parameters for variants of LcαE7 with the model carboxylesterase substrate 4-
nitrophenyl butyrate. Kinetic data for LcαE7, LcαE7-4 Dimer and LcαE7-4 Tetramer were fit to a model 

for standard Michaelis-Menten kinetics (v=(kcat.[S])/(KM + [S])), whereas kinetic data for LcαE7-4 

Monomer were fit to a Michaelis-Menten kinetic model incorporating substrate inhibition 

(v=(kcat.[S])/((KM + [S]).(1 + [S]/Ksi))).  

  

 
KM (µM) kcat (s-1) kcat/KM (M-1s-1) Ki (mM) 

LcαE7 68.6 ±12.3 40.6 ± 2.2 6.0 x 105 ± 1.3 x 105 - 

LcαE7-4 Monomer 38.1 ± 8.3 14.5 ± 1.1 3.8 x 105 ± 1.6 x 105  2.6 ± 0.8 

LcαE7-4 Dimer 30.4 ±4.8 4.5 ± 0.2 1.5 x 105 ± 0.2 x 105 - 

LcαE7-4 Tetramer 35.6 ± 4.9 5.7 ± 0.3 1.6 x 105 ± 0.3 x 105 - 
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Table 3.  Calculated Transition Temperature (TT50) for the LcαE7 proteins as measured by 
temperature-ramp circular dichroism. Ellipticity was recorded at 208 nm and fitted by non-linear 
regression to two-state model (LcαE7 monomer and LcαE7-4a tetramer) and a three-state model 
(LcαE7-4a monomer and LcαE7-4a tetramer. The best fitting model was chosen based on the sum of 
residuals. Raw data is plotted in SI Figure 2. 

 

 

Protein TT50  (° C) 

LcαE7-4a 55.5 ± 0.5 

LcαE7-4a A83D 55.7 ± 0.4  

LcαE7-4a L364M 56.5 ± 0.6 

LcαE7-4a E530K 53.9 ± 0.2 

LcαE7-4a D554G 56.3 ± 0.8 

 

Table 4.  Calculated Transition Temperature (TT50) for the LcαE7-4a proteins variants with reversed 

surface mutations for thermostability as measured by temperature-ramp circular dichroism. Spectra 

were recorded at 208 nm and fitted to a non-linear regression to a three-state model (equation 1). 

 

 

 

 
 

Protein TT50  (° C) 

LcaE7 Monomer 48.8 ± 0.2 

LcaE7-4a Monomer  55.5 ± 0.5, 66.2 ± 0.6 

LcaE7-4a Dimer 56.3 ± 0.6, 61.7 ± 0.9 

LcaE7-4a Tetramer 65.2 ± 2.0 
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FIGURES 

 
  
Figure 1. Directed evolution of LcαE7 for enhanced thermostability. (A) When incubated at 40 °C over 
a time-course, there was a one-phase exponential decay curve of activity in the wild-type protein, and 
of the LcαE7-4a protein (B) Size exclusion chromatography detected the presence of LcαE7 in four 
main peaks, fraction 12, fraction 22, fraction 24 and fraction 28. A contaminating band was present, 
represented by a peak in fraction 14. 
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Figure 2. Characterization of the oligomeric species observed in this work. (A, B) Comparison between 
size exclusion chromatographic spectra of wild-type LcαE7 (A) and LcαE7-4a (B) reveals that directed 
evolution has resulted in substantial increases in the amounts of dimeric and tetrameric species (C). 
Monomer (M), dimer (D) and tetramer (T) peaks are labeled. Each line in the graphs (A,B) correspond 
to an independent purification. (D) Size exclusion chromatography/multi-angle laser light scatter (SEC-
MALLS) analysis reveals the three species of LcαE7-4a correspond to monomer, dimer and tetramer 
stoichiometry. (E) Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) sedimentation velocity analysis of LcαE7-4a at 
an initial concentration of 3.0 mg/mL. The continuous sedimentation coefficient [c(s)] distribution is 
plotted as a function of the standardized sedimentation coefficient. Analysis was performed using a 
resolution of 200 with a sedimentation coefficient range of 0-20 S and a P-value of 0.95. The nonlinear 
least squares fit shown resulted in an rmsd of 0.00585 and a runs test Z of 4.61. Inset - residuals from 
the c(s) distribution best fit plotted as a function of radial distance from the axis of rotation. (F) Small 
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis of the high molecular weight species reveals it to be a 
heterogeneous aggregate. 
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Figure 3. Characterization of the oligomeric species.  Rate vs. concentration plots for the catalysis of 
4-nitrophenyl butyrate hydrolysis by wild-type LcαE7 and LcαE7-4a. All curves were fit to the Michaelis-
Menton equation v=(kcat.[S])/(KM + [S]), with the exception of LcαE7-4a monomer, which was fitted to 
the equation modified for substrate inhibition v=(kcat.[S])/((KM + [S]).(1 + [S]/Ksi)).  
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Figure 4. Proportion of oligomeric species in the reverse mutations LcαE7-4a (A83D LcαE7-4a, L364M 
LcαE7-4a, E530K LcαE7-4a, G554D LcαE7-4a) and two mutations found in round two of the directed 
evolution (A285S LcαE7-4a and F478L LcαE7-4a) as estimated by peak heights obtained by size 
exclusion chromatography. Standard errors are shown for each species. 
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Figure 5. (A and B) The structure of dimeric LcαE7-4a, showing the location of the dimer interface and 
the location of the mutations. The surface mutations D83A, M364L, K530E and D554G are shown on 
the right, while the three internal mutations I505T, A472T and I419F are shown to the left. The catalytic 
serine (S218) is shown in black to indicate the location of the active site. B is rotated 90° relative to A. 
(C) A number of salt bridges and hydrogen bonds are formed at the dimer interface. Monomer A is 
shown in cyan and monomer B in green. (D) The comparatively loose crystal packing interactions of 
the P21 crystal form of LcαE7-4a. The two molecules in the asymmetric unit are colored dark grey, 
symmetry mates light grey. Other symmetry-related molecules are omitted for clarity.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

 

 

SI Figure 1. The effect of viscosity on oligomerization. Size exclusion chromatograms of LcαE7-4a and 
LcαE7-4a WT in the presence of 10% glycerol shows that for LcαE7-4a, the tetrameric and dimeric 
fractions (peak heights 15 mAU and 35 AU) comprise approximately 50% of the total protein (monomer 
peak height 51 mAU). In contrast, for LcαE7-4a WT, the higher molecular weight species (tetramer and 
dimer peak heights 6 mAU and 15 mAU vs. 50 for monomer) comprise less than 30% of the total protein.  
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SI Figure 2. (A) Re-equilibration of monomeric fraction (single 5 mL fraction from middle of monomeric 
peak) into dimeric and tetrameric peaks after 5 hours at 4 °C. (B) Re-equilibration of tetrameric fraction 
(single 5 mL fraction from middle of tetrameric peak) into dimeric and monomeric species after 24 hours 
at 4 °C. 
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SI Figure 3. Activity decay over time at 46 °C for monomeric and tetrameric species of LcαE7-4a. 
Aliquots were taken over a series of time points when tetrameric and monomeric species were 
incubated at 46 °C. Specific activity was measured using 4-nitrophenyl butyrate, 200mM NaCl, 20mM 
HEPES pH 7.5. 
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SI Figure 4. Thermally induced unfolding of LcαE7 and the LcαE7-4a oligomeric species. Ellipticity as 
a function of temperature was monitored at 208 nm and curves were fit by non-linear regression with 
equation 1. For the LcαE7-4a monomer and dimer data, a three-state model was used to fit the data. 
Spectra of the protein before denaturation are shown next to the denaturation curves.  (A) LcαE7 (B) 
LcαE7-4a Monomer (C) LcαE7-4a Dimer (D) LcαE7-4a Tetramer. 
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SI Figure 5. Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) analysis of pre-SEC samples of LcαE7 (2 mg/mL). 
(A) Wild-type LcαE7 undergoes a single transition, with an apparent melting point of 40.6 ± 0.6 °C, 
whereas LcαE7-4a is comprised of one species with an apparent melting point of 44.8 ± 0.5 °C and a 
second species with an apparent melting point of 50.9 ± 0.9 °C. 
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SI Table 1. Calculated Transition Temperature (TT50) for the LcαE7 proteins as measured by DSF. 
The 3 mg/mL sampled were concentrated prior to analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

Protein Concentration TT50  (° C) 

LcaE7-4a Monomer  0.3 mg/mL 47.92 ± 0.2  

 3mg/mL 46.0 ± 0.9, 52.5 ± 0.3 

LcaE7-4a Tetramer 0.3 mg/mL 52.8 ± 0.3 

 3mg/mL 48.0 ± 0.4, 53.4 ± 0.7 
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SI Figure 6. Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) analysis of monomeric and tetrameric fractions of 
LcαE7-4a. (A) Tetrameric fraction of LcαE7-4a at 0.3 mg/mL shows a single apparent melting point at 
52.8 °C, whereas monomeric fraction of LcαE7-4a at 0.3 mg/mL shows a single transition at 47.9 °C. 
After concentration to 3 mg/mL, some re-equilibration occurred and both tetrameric and monomeric 
samples showed two transitions, one corresponding to monomer (~47 °C) and the other corresponding 
to tetramer (~53 °C).
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SI Figure 7. Thermostability effects of the A285S and F476L mutations. Both mutations were introduced 
in to LcαE7-4a. Thermostability was estimated by DSF. (A) Monomeric fraction of LcαE7-4a(A285S) at 
0.3 mg/mL shows a single apparent melting point at 47.6 ± 1.3 °C, within error of LcαE7-4a (47.9 ± 0.2 
°C). (A) Monomeric fraction of LcαE7-4a(F478L) at 0.3 mg/mL shows a two apparent melting points: a 
major species at 48.2 ± 0.9 °C, within error of LcαE7-4a (47.9 ± 0.2 °C), and a minor species at 51.2 ± 
0.2 °C, which was not higher than the higher-order species in LcαE7-4a (52.5 ± 0.3 °C). Thus, neither 
A285S nor F476L are both likely to be selectively neutral in terms of thermostability to LcαE7. 
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SI Figure 8. Multiple sequence alignment of LcαE7 with αE7 genes from other fly species (Calliphora 
stygia, Cochliomyia hominivorax, Musca domestica and Haematobia irritans) reveals significant 
variation at the positions that were mutated during the directed evolution experiment. Specifically, the 
I419F, A472T, and I505T sequence differences already exist across the five species compared. 

  

10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90.
L. cuprina MNFNVSLMEKLKWKIKCIENKFLNYRLTTNETVVAETEYGKVKGVKRLTVYDDSYYSFEGIPYAQPPVGELRFKAPQRPTPWDGVRDCCNHKDKS

C. stygia ....a......r.......y..q.....................i....i.................l................e.....nr...

C. hominivorax ...k..qv.........f.........s....a...........i......................l......................n....

M. domestica ...k..q..r.s..l..mv..yt....s....qiid....qi.....m...........s....k..............v..e......gpanr.

H. irritans ......fl...r.....v...i.....i....hivd.....i............f.........k..............v.....k...haasr.

100. 110. 120. 130. 140. 150. 160. 170. 180. 190.
L. cuprina VQVDFITGKVCGSEDCLYLSVYTNNLNPETKRPVLVYIHGGGFIIGENHRDMYGPDYFIKKDVVLINIQYRLGALGFLSLNSEDLNVPGNAGLKD

C. stygia ..r.......................t..............................lm.....v........v.......t.............

C. hominivorax .........t................a..............d.v......ey..............t......v.........e...........

M. domestica ..t...s..pt........n....d...dk....m.f....d..f..an.nwf.....m..p...vtv.....v......k..n...........

H. irritans ..t...s.nss........n.......td.......ff......c..an.ny..a.........f.tv.....v.........n...........

200. 210. 220. 230. 240. 250. 260. 270. 280.
L. cuprina QVMALRWIKNNCANFGGNPDNITVFGESAGAASTHYMMLTEQTRGLFHRGILMSGNAICPWANTQCQHRAFTLAKLAGYKGEDNDKDVLEFLMKA

C. stygia ..............................g...................v...........s.e.....yni.........n.........l.v

C. hominivorax ..............................g..a.......................v....is.n....yai...n.....n............

M. domestica .......v.s.i.....dv...........g.......i............m....sm.s..s.e..s..l.m..rv.......e..i.......

H. irritans .............s...d..c..l..............i...a......av....t.m.i..h......gy.i..ri.....n.....yd.....

290. 300. 310. 320. 330. 340. 350. 360. 370. 380.
L. cuprina KPQDLIKLEEKVLTLEERTNKVMFPFGPTVEPYQTADCVLPKHPREMVKTAWGNSIPTMMGNTSYEGLFFTSILKQMPMLVKELETCVNFVPSEL

C. stygia .s.......d....p..hk.....a....i....s.e..i............................l.y..i....avl..md..a....p..

C. hominivorax .ah......d....p..hv.....a...........................................l..p.v....a.l......a....t..

M. domestica n.y....e.pq...p..mq....................v..pi.....s........li........l.k..a..y.ev.....s...y..w..

H. irritans n.y..are.h....n..lrd....a....t...e.p......pn...l..........li........l.i.vg..n.h.i.....fecy..g..

390. 400. 410. 420. 430. 440. 450. 460. 470.
L. cuprina ADAERTAPETLEMGAKIKKAHVTGETPTADNFMDLCSHIYFWFPMHRLLQLRFNHTSGTPVYLYRFDFDSEDLINPYRIMRSGRGVKGVSHADEL

C. stygia .....................t..................................................i........y...i.........

C. hominivorax ..s..ssa....l...............n...l.....f...........i..k.................ei........h.............

M. domestica ..s..s......ra.iv.....d.....l....e...yf..l.....f........a...i..........ei........f.............

H. irritans vved.ss..s..iasil..ly.r.....les.te...df...y....f........v.s.i..........ei........y......a..t...

1

480. 490. 500. 510. 520. 530. 540. 550. 560. 570.
L. cuprina TYFFWNQLAKRMPKESREYKTIERMTGIWIQFATTGNPYSNEIEGMENVSWDPIKKSDEVYKCLNISDELKMIDVPEMDKIKQWESMFEKHRDLF

C. stygia ..l...l...................s..v..................la.....................vv.....e.......l...n....

C. hominivorax ..l...a....l.............v...t.............d.l..ii.....................i......e.......ly..rk...

M. domestica ..l...i.s..l.............v...te.....k....d.a....lt........d.......g....vm.l.........a.i.d.kke..

H. irritans ..l..tm.s.....d..........i...t..........p..n....tt..sl.........m..g....f..l...e.l.v.q.v.n.k.e..
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L. cuprina — 95.2 93.8 87.7 84.7

C. stygia 89.1 — 93.3 86.4 83.6

C. hominivorax 87.5 86.1 — 87.3 84.2

M. domestica 76.3 73.5 75.6 — 86.8

H. irritans 73.8 71.2 73.1 75.0 — %
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it
y

% identity
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